Add value to your tree survey!
Frequently Asked Questions:
Will this add to my workload?
No. By using our annual subscription-based service,
all you need to do is supply the data and we look
after the rest right down to usage statistics and
web-site backups.
I already have a GIS/CAD package why should I
need another one?
Eye-TREE Lite simply provides the means of
sharing the tree information with your end
client/contractors in a simple effective and
interactive manner all through a web browser
allowing you to concentrate on what you do best!

How often does your tree survey
simply end up on the shelf?
Allow your clients to proactively manage their own maintenance
programmes, by setting up an automatic notification to be
emailed detailing:
• when inspections and work tasks are due
• which tasks are overdue
• which work tasks are due within the next week, month,
quarter, etc
Your clients can view and search the trees, inspection and work
tasks on the interactive map and share that information as
necessary.
As long as your tree survey information is consistent and has
the trees located we can easily publish it via Eye-TREE Lite.
Behind the scenes we will load the data into the Eye-TREE Lite
environment so you shouldn’t need to change the way you
capture or collate your information.
Engage your clients with an interactive map.
For more information contact Mark Spence
on +44(0)1462 816648 or email info@aitspatial.co.uk.

I already have a tree management package why
do I need Eye-TREE Lite?
Eye-TREE Lite is designed to share the tree survey
information, not replace your existing tree
management solution. In all likelihood Eye-TREE
Lite would be able to use your existing information.
How are the automatic notifications sent?
By default these are sent monthly to the nominated
email address(es) advising which trees have
inspections/works assigned within the forthcoming
periods.
I have a spreadsheet of tree details but how can
I obtain the location information?
Your tree locations may be available through the
ProximiTREE dataset from BlueSky. Alternatively,
you may use a GPS to determine you tree
positions, or indicate them on a map. We can
advise accordingly.
I use Trimble/Spike/MobileMapper GPS units.
Can the data be shared from these devices?
In all likelihood we will be able to use your captured
information. If not directly, via a third party format
data format such as XLS or CSV. In fact, the
majority of users supply data in this way.
Can I use the GPS on my smartphone to record
the location of my trees?
Typically the positional accuracy on smart phones is
not consistently accurate enough for tree location
mapping but in some cases may be a useful starting
point.
Can I hire a high accuracy GPS device just to
record the location of my trees?
Yes, the Leica Geosystems CS25/Zeno 20 can be
hired on a weekly basis to record tree details.
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